Strong gravitational lensing provides fundamental insights in the understanding of the dark matter distribution in massive galaxies, galaxy clusters and the background cosmology. Despite their importance, the number of gravitational arcs discovered so far is small. The urge for more complete, large samples and unbiased methods of selecting candidates is rising. A number of methods for the automatic detection of arcs have been proposed in the literature, but large amounts of spurious detections retrieved by these methods forces observers to visually inspect thousands of candidates per square degree in order to clean the samples. This approach is largely subjective and requires a huge amount of eye-ball checking, especially considering the actual and upcoming wide field surveys, which will cover thousands of square degrees. In this paper we study the statistical properties of colors of gravitational arcs. We found that most of them lie in a relatively small region of the color-color diagram (g −r , r −i ). We support this observational evidence by studying lensing cross section, which peaks for sources at redshift z ∼ 1, where the source-galaxy population is dominated by galaxies with large star forming regions and hence well defined colors. The use of this distinctive feature, in combination with an automatic arcfinder, reduces sample contamination by a factor of 6 − 7. We tested the performance of the method against 37 deg 2 of the CARS survey, detecting 73 new arc candidates.
Introduction
Strong gravitational lensing is a powerful tool employed to investigate dark matter and cosmology. The power derives from its high non-linearity and sensitivity to mass distributions and the geometry of space-time (e.g. see reviews, Wambsganss, 1998; Schneider, 1999; Kochanek, 2006; Bartelmann, 2010) . It finds many applications, such as (1) study of high redshift objects which strongly magnify images allowing them to be examined further, which would not be possible otherwise (e.g. Kneib et al., 2004; Richard et al., 2008; Richard et al., 2011; Bradač et al., 2012; Coe et al., 2013) , (2) determination of the Hubble constant via time delays (e.g. Coles, 2008; Suyu et al., 2010; Tewes et al., 2012) , (3) measurement of dark matter amount and distribution of the lenses, in particular of galaxy clusters (Broadhurst et al., 2005; Merten et al., 2009) , and (4) study of intrinsic properties of dark matter, such as its collisional cross section, thanks to major merger events between galaxy clusters (Clowe et al., 2004; Merten et al., 2011) . Moreover, giant arcs are a valuable tool used to constrain cosmology, since their number is very sensitive to cosmological parameters. Of particular interest is the tension between their predicted and observed number in the sky as highlighted by Bartelmann et al. (1995 Bartelmann et al. ( , 1998 ; Meneghetti et al. (2000) ; Dalal et al. (2004) ; Meneghetti et al. (2003) , even if recent studies alleviated this tension by introducing more accurate cluster models based on numerical N-body simulations (Meneghetti et al., 2000; Torri et al., 2004; Meneghetti et al., e-mail: maturi@uni-heidelberg.de 2003; Li et al., 2005; Horesh et al., 2005) and halo-models (Fedeli et al., 2006) . So far, a small number of gravitational arcs has been found. In particular, only few giant arcs caused by galaxy clusters are known. The search for them is mostly focused around bright Xray clusters, due to their large efficiency in producing strong lensing features. This selection biases the actual sample, since these clusters tend to be relaxed, limiting the possibilities of this powerful observable. Up to now, only few hundred of cases have been confirmed (see e.g. Fassnacht et al., 2004; Cabanac et al., 2007; Faure et al., 2008; Jackson, 2008; Limousin et al., 2009; Verdugo et al., 2011; More et al., 2012; Bayliss et al., 2011; Oguri et al., 2012) . To face these issues, automatic arc detection methods have been proposed in the literature in order to produce unbiased samples, but the actual methods still suffer from strong contamination and require heavy human intervention by eye-ball checking thousands of candidates per square degree. The need of a large amount of human resources and the subjective outcome both limit the applicability of these procedures (see e.g. Cabanac et al., 2007; More et al., 2012) .
In this work, we aim at enlarging the sample of gravitational arcs by using the arcfinder proposed by Seidel & Bartelmann (2007) combined with a new color selection procedure discussed in this work. The method allows a strong reduction of the sample contamination alleviating the efforts devoted to the final validation of the most promising candidates. In this work we process the CFHTLS-Archive-Research Survey (CARS Erben et al., 2009 ) data, covering 37 square degrees in order to verify the efficiency of the method and to detect new gravitational arcs. The paper is organised as follows: in Section (2) and (3) we introduce the basics of strong gravitational lensing and the data set characteristics, in Section (4) the arcfinder and its applications are described, while in Section (5) we characterize the color properties of arcs to be used for the subsequent selection. In Section (6) the full method is discussed and in Section (7) we present the final sample of arcs. Our conclusions are finally drawn in Section (8).
Basics of strong gravitational lensing
All lensing quantities derive from the gravitational potential, Φ, of the matter distributed along the line of sight on a thin plane placed between the observer and the background sources
Here, ψ(θ) is the so-called lensing potential which depends on the angular position, θ, in the plane of the sky, c is the speed of light, D ds , D d and D s are the lens-source, the observer-lens and the observer-source angular-diameter distances, respectively. Gravitational lensing maps the lens plane into the source plane via the lens equation
which can be linearized because sources, such as distant galaxies, are much smaller with respect to the typical scale on which the lens properties vary. The induced image distortion is thus expressed by the Jacobian of the linearized lens equation
where κ is the convergence and γ = γ 1 +iγ 2 is the complex shear. Since A is symmetric, it can always be diagonalized and its two real eigenvalues, λ t = 1 − κ − γ and λ r = 1 − κ + γ, represent the distortion of an infinitesimal source in tangential and radial directions relative to the lens center, respectively. The length-towidth ratio (L/W hereafter) of the distorted image is thus defined as q = λ t /λ r and its magnification factor reads
For more details about gravitational lensing see for example Wambsganss (1998 ), Schneider (1999 or Bartelmann (2010) .
Data set
To test our arcfinding method and possibly discover new strong lensing features, we processed stacked images belonging to the CFHTLS-Archive-Research Survey (CARS) (Erben et al., 2009 ), a set of three high-galactic-latitude patches covering a total of 37 deg 2 and produced with the publicly available observations obtained with the MegaPrime camera mounted an the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) within the CanadaFrance-Hawaii-Telescope Legacy Survey 1 . The MegaPrime is an optical camera with a mosaic of 9 CCDs of 2048 pixels, each sampling 0.186 arc-seconds over a field of view of one square degree (see e.g. Boulade et al., 2003) . All observations were obtained through the filters u , g , r , i and z . The three patches of sky covered by CARS are: 1 www.cfht.hawaii.edu/Science/CFHLS Fig. 1 . One of the arcs detected by More et al. (2012) , in the center, used to initialize arcfinder parameters. The arc is clearly detected and the number of false detections is very small, in comparison to all objects in the field, already at the segmentation stage, before further selection process. The deep co-added images were produced using the GaBoDS/THELI pipeline on a pointing/color basis after rejecting all exposures with a problematic CFHT quality assessment (Erben et al., 2005) . All details about CARS can be found in Erben et al. (2009) . The depth of images (AB mag), defined as the 5σ detection limit in a 2 radius aperture, is typically 25.24, 25.30, 24.36, 24.68 and 23.20 for the u , g , r , i , and z bands, respectively. The measured seeing for all co-added images is well below 1.0 arc-second in all bands, except for the W1p3p3 u -band image, having a seeing of 1.1 arc-seconds, which therefore was ignored in this work. The seeing quality is crucial to detect arcs because of their very small width. A large seeing would strongly affect their signal-to-noise ratio and reduce the L/W ratio, which being their most distinctive signature would make the detection significantly more difficult.
In addition to the publicly available data, we use the g and r bands to produce a weighted co-addition for each field to obtain a higher signal-to-noise ratio image, over which we run the arcfinder segmentation, as will be discussed later. In the coaddition, we ignored the u and z bands because of their smaller intrinsic depth, and the i band because of large elliptical galaxies being too prominent. Arcs tend to be close to such objects and would likely blend with them, strongly affecting their segmentation.
Image segmentation
As a first step of searching for gravitational arcs, we adopted the arcfinder described in Seidel & Bartelmann (2007) to produce the image segmentation necessary to detect elongated objects, and obtain important geometrical information, such as their length, L, and length-to-width ratio, L/W. Both are fundamental quantities for a subsequent object selection. In this work we briefly summarize the arcfinder algorithm in Appendix (A).
We calibrated the arcfinder parameters on an empirical basis by selecting cut-outs centered on arcs previously discovered in the CARS data, and by adjusting parameters so that arcs are recognised as such. At the same time, we controlled and evaluated the number of spurious detections to minimize their presence. At this stage, we set the final segmentation parameters but Maps representing the number density per arcmin 2 of all objects identified by the arcfinder before the final candidate selection, which will be applied in subsequent steps. Since the more stringent constraints are not yet applied, these maps are dominated by spurious detections, thus showing their distribution in the survey. The sharp discontinuities along squared areas are present due to the fact that we optimized the arcfinder on a global basis, rather than image by image with the consequence of some images being more contaminated than others. The three CARS fields, W1, W3 and W4, are shown.
we define only very relaxed constraints for the candidate selection based on their length and length-to-width ratio. This is to obtain a wide overview of statistics of their geometrical properties. These parameters will be tightened only at the end to obtain the final sample. As an additional rejection criterion we excluded circular areas surrounding bright stars, which might create false detections because of their halos and diffraction spikes. The radius in pixels, r = 420 f 1/3 , of these areas is related to the stellar flux, f , as derived from the UCAC3 catalog (Zacharias et al., 2010) . The same catalog is also used to define their locations in the field of view. Moreover, we set an upper limit in the surface brightness of candidates, because arcs tend to be faint. This limit is set to 0.6ADU/s, and was empirically chosen given the surface brightnesses of the arcs used in the calibration. The most important parameters used for the segmentation are listed in Appendix (B). These parameters could be refined by iterating the process of inclusion of new arcs discovered at each step. This might be strictly necessary if none or only few known arcs are present in the field under investigation. In our case we find the initial arc sample sufficient for a proper and robust calibration. In fact, with a unique set of parameters, we detected arcs with very different shapes, length-to-width ratios, curvature and environment, ranging from cluster to galactic arcs.
In Figure ( 1) we present a small portion of one of the cut-outs used for the calibration together with the related segmentation produced by the arcfinder. Clearly, only very few objects appear on the right panel of the figure. Detected objects include a giant arc in the middle, one object facing edge-on, and an elongated feature resulting from blending of two objects. Blending of the lower right detection may appear excessive, given the large separation of the two objects, but we have to keep in mind that the segmentation is not based on a brightness cut-off criterion as in the case of many other algorithms. In ours, the segmentation algorithm measures coherent patterns in local second brightness moments which, for these two objects, is aligned along a common direction resulting in their merging as a single detection. We also remind the reader that we use an aggressive parameter for blending to avoid splitting of arcs with strong luminosity variations along their major axis.
With the discussed segmentation and loose filtering applied so far to the CARS data, with very relaxed geometrical constraints used to acquire a wide statistical understanding of the data (the final selection still has to come), we obtained an initial sample of 201 699 detections with large fluctuations in their number density across the survey, as shown in Figure ( 2). Note that this initial catalog is largely dominated by spurious detections, since the most stringent constraints are not yet applied, so Figure ( 2) essentially represents the distribution of the spurious detections. The relatively sharp variations between different images are due to the fact that we optimized the arcfinder parameters on a global basis rather than for each image separately. Consequently, some images suffer a larger contamination with respect to others. Our choice is sub-optimal and the results could be improved by fine-tuning the arcfinder for each single stacked image separately. In Figure ( 3) we plot the probability distribution and cumulative function of the main geometrical properties, i.e. length and length-to-width ratio, of the entire sample obtained with the arcfinder. It is visible how the number of detections drops significantly for increasing L and L/W, allowing us to reduce sample contamination and arbitrarily restrict the amount of objects to be left for the final validation. For the arc selection we tightened the constraints by setting a minimum length of L > 2.9 arcsec (15 pixels) and a minimum length-towidth ratio of L/W > 4 (where the L/W distribution starts to flatten), reducing the sample size down to 36 026 objects, i.e. an average of about 970 detections per square degree. These lower limits are shown as green vertical lines in Figure ( 3). Even if the number of candidates seems large (and in fact it still contains a large number of false detections), we have to keep in mind that we started with 7 10 6 objects detected with SExtractor within the survey (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996) and that we performed our search down to the noise limit. This shows how, with the arc segmentation alone, we already have an efficient and powerful filter.
Color properties of the sample
Once we obtain source segmentation, curvature, length and L/W ratio, we get a sample of objects with the right geometrical properties, i.e. faint, thin and elongated sources. This is however still not enough for a clear distinction between gravitational arcs and other astrophysical sources or noise fluctuations. In this work we address this issue through the use of photometry, in particular of colors. We expect, in fact, that the population of sources with the largest probability to experience strong lensing (thus resulting in gravitational arcs) is dominated by a fairly uniform population of galaxies at redshift z ≈ 1. These objects are mainly small galaxies with large star forming regions and therefore specific color properties (Willmer et al., 2006) . 
Theoretical motivation
The probability of observing sources with strong lensing features is given by their number-density distribution dependent on redshift,
where a = 1.06, b = 6.69, c = 0.15 (Benjamin et al., 2007) and their lensing cross section,
defined as the area on the source plane, where sources are imaged as arcs with L/W ratio larger than a threshold, d. Here µ is the lensing magnification as introduced in Equation (4), B l represents the area in the lens plane for which the condition L/W > d is met, x = θ/θ 0 are dimensionless coordinates scaled by θ 0 and η 0 = (D s /D l )θ 0 in the lens and source plane, respectively. For simplicity we assume point sources and spherically symmetric lenses modelled as NFW halos (Navarro et al., 1997) with scale radii r s . The mean number of sources producing strong lensing features is finally given by the product f (z s ) = n(z s ) σ(z s ). The resulting lensing cross section, σ, and f for three lenses of M = 10 15 M sun h −1 in mass, for which d > 10, are shown in the left and right panels of Figure ( 4), respectively. The peak of the number of strongly lensed sources at z ≈ 1, is caused by the steep rise of the lensing cross section and the drop of the source number density with increasing redshift. Many different works based on numerical N-body simulations and halo-models have been devoted to this specific subject, including a full derivation of the lensing optical depth with extended sources, a detailed descriptions of the lens mass and redshift distribution, their possible intrinsic ellipticity and presence of substructures (see e.g. Meneghetti et al., 2003; Li et al., 2005; Fedeli et al., 2006) . In any case, these additional details mostly increase the efficiency of lenses to produce arcs and only marginally affect its redshift dependence, which we are interested in. Our simple derivation is focused on the sources rather than lenses, in contrast to most of the studies, and well suffices to highlight the main theoretical points motivating our selection targeting objects at redshift z ≈ 1, as discussed.
Observational evidence
To substantiate our line of argument, we measured photometric properties of the entire sample for all available bands. Magnitudes were measured via aperture photometry
where ZP is the zero-point magnitude (as given in the CARS fits headers), I is the total flux in the aperture given in ADUs, A is the number of pixels within the aperture, and S = 2.5 median − 1.5 mean is the background mode (Bertin & Arnouts, 1996) evaluated on the area enclosed within 4.5 arcsec from the outer edge of the aperture. The so-defined background correction accounts for a possible flux contribution of the lens candidate, which should be close to the arc it produces. This implicitly assumes that the lens light profile decreases linearly in the immediate vicinity of the arc, as justified by its small width. We remind the reader that the aperture of each individual object is defined by the segmentation produced with the arcfinder from the weighted combination of the g and r images (see Section 3), and is kept fixed for all bands.
In the left panel of Figure ( 5) we plotted a color-color diagram (g − r,r − i) showing, as red circles, the most evident arcs already known in the literature (More et al., 2012 ) for which we could derive photometry based on the arcfinder segmentation. The other points refer to a sub-sample of galaxies, grouped in redshift bins, observed with the SUBARU telescope in the COSMOS field (Ilbert et al., 2009) . The color redshift dependence of the galaxies is clear, and shows how lensed sources are indeed associated to galaxies at redshift z ≈ 1, as expected. The black arrow represents colors of a Scd galaxy, with large spiral arms dominated by a population of young stars for redshifts ranging from z = 0.7 to z = 1.3, as derived from a synthetic spectral energy distribution (SED) produced by Coleman et al. (1980) . This shows the region where we expect to find galaxies with bright star-forming regions and therefore well defined color properties. In the right panel of Figure (5) we repeated the same exercise, but with all sources detected by the arcfinder. It is visible how the area covered by the arcs excludes a very large fraction of sources (number density is shown in the background), helping to drastically reduce sample contamination. With these arguments, supported by theory and data alike, we now have a robust basis to help us with isolating arcs from other astrophysical sources. We favour this simple color based method in contrast to a full photometric redshift estimate, because redshift catalogs available in the literature are not well tailored for the task. This is because usually adopted segmentation and de-blending are likely to merge arcs with relatively bright galaxies to which they are associated, resulting in misleading and largely incomplete results.
We can now proceed to define color selection, where for convenience we use the flux related quantity
to express the difference in flux over area for neighbouring bands in the fashion of usual color-color plots, instead of the typical definition based on magnitudes. Here, m x is the object magnitude in x-band, where x stands for x = [u , g , r , i , z ], and K = 26.42 is the magnitude average of all sources in the r -band resulting in a multiplicative factor introduced for convenience.
In this "color-color" space, based on Equation (8) and shown in Figure ( 6), arcs appear nicely aligned along a relatively narrow region helping us with performing a color selection just by considering the objects within the red lines drawn in Figure (6 ).
In the same figure we also plotted, with white squares, the candidates which could be detected only via visual inspection, because they were missed by arcfinder segmentation. We determined their photometry as discussed above, but with segmentation guided by eye. It is important to notice that also these detections, identified in a completely independent way with respect to the others, mostly populate the same color-color space we used for the object selection, further supporting the validity of our approach. Poor statistics at hand does not allow for a more elaborate color cut, which otherwise could make use of, for example, a Bayesian statistical approach. The sample after the color selection reduces to 5 597 candidates, i.e. approximately 150 detections per square degree against the 970 detections per square degree in the initial catalog, with comparatively less contamination. This color selection clearly restricts the detection of arcs to a certain type of lensed sources. Nevertheless, we do not consider this as a limitation, because (1) we expect the population of lensed sources selected in this way to be the most numerous, ensuring that only a small fraction of arcs is lost, as it will be shown later in the text, (2) sources and lenses are completely uncorrelated, because of their large relative separation, avoiding any bias which may be due to physical correlations, and (3) gravitational lensing is a completely achromatic phenomenon independent of the color of the sources. The giant arcs count, used to infer cosmological information, depends on this color selection, but this can be easily accounted for just by applying the same color selection to the expected number density of background sources, which is a trivial task.
Multi-color arc detection
In this section we summarise the recipe of the gravitational arc detection method, based on the arcfinder segmentation and source color selection, proposed in this work:
1. Preprocessing: we create a weighted co-addition of the g and r stacks to produce an image with an enhanced signalto-noise ratio, over which we run the arcfinder. The u and z bands are ignored because of their low S/N ratio, as well as the i band to avoid possible blending, potentially caused by the lens being in the vicinity of a gravitational arc, which we expect to be more severe in this band. 2. Arcfinder segmentation: we segment images with the arcfinder to detect all elongated objects and derive their geometrical properties, such as length, length-to-width ratio and curvature. These geometrical properties are used to select the objects with L > 2.9 arcsec (15 pixels) and L/W min > 4, obtaining a sample of 36 026 candidates (∼ 970 per square degree). 3. Color selection: the largest probability of obtaining strongly elongated arcs is given by sources located at redshift z ≈ 1, where the population is dominated by galaxies with large star forming regions characterized by relatively uniform color properties. We thus selected the sources with respect to their "color-color" (f g − f r , f r − f i ) diagram shown in Figure (6 ). This returns the final 5 597 candidates.
The procedure is very fast, being mainly limited by the read-out time of images, and does not require any human intervention except for the initial selection of segmentation parameters. Note that data acquired by space-based instruments would allow for a much better performance in terms of depth and, more importantly, purity, not only because of larger sensitivity but also because of the higher resolution. In fact, because of their very small . Left panel shows a color-color diagram for previously known arcs, in red, and a sub-sample of galaxies observed in the COSMOS field subdivided in redshift bins. The black arrow refers to a Scd galaxy, for which we derived the photometry out of a synthetic SED. The small color region where arcs are present shows how the lensed sources lay at redshift z ≈ 1 and have well defined color properties. This supports our theoretical motivation of applying a color cut for selection of arcs. The right panel shows the same color-color diagram, but for all objects detected by the arcfinder.
width gravitational arcs are very sensitive to the image PSF, easily becoming shallower and of smaller L/W ratio, which is the most stringent property to discriminate them from other astrophysical sources.
Arcs sample
The automatic procedure described in this work, implying a geometrical and color selection, returns 5 597 arc candidates out of the initial 7 10 6 objects detected by SExtractor within the CARS data. This is of crucial importance for the upcoming surveys, which will cover between 7 000 deg 2 and 15 000 deg 2 in the near future (see e.g. KiDS and EUCLID, de Jong et al., 2012; Laureijs et al., 2011) and which can only be handled in an automatic or semi-automatic way. The candidates are finally verified by visually inspecting their color composite images obtained using the g , r and i bands. We associated a rank to each detection based on three levels: -1=unlikely: arc structures which seem physically associated to an astrophysical object, or which are relatively far from a possible lens, -2=unclear: arc structures with a very promising shape, but still being of dubious origin, -3=very likely: a clear arc structure whose curvature is displaced in such a way to bend around a possible lens causing its origin, i.e. large ellipticals or significant concentrations of galaxies.
A rank 0 is also used to label artifacts, evident spiral galaxies, or clear noise fluctuations. This simple ranking yields stable results against different observers and even against the same observer but at different times.
In Table (1) we list all candidate arcs proposed by More et al. (2012) and Cabanac et al. (2007) detected with the arcfinder together with the color selection. Those with a segmentation identifier enclosed between square brackets, [], do not satisfy the strict geometrical requisites, L/W > 4 and length L > 2.9 arcsec, and those within '<>' do not satisfy the color constraints we imposed to retrieve our final sample. The catalogs were correlated with our detections with a correlation length of 0.1 arc-minutes, a typical value for an arc length. The ranking defined with our visual inspection is given in the last column. The 20 candidates of More et al. (2012) and Cabanac et al. (2007) which were not detected by the arcfinder are all caused by single galaxies and are in general very weak, fragmented and/or overlapping bright portions of a candidate lens. The only exceptions are SA38, which is clearly detected by the arcfinder, but was rejected because of its high luminosity exceeding the maximum we allowed, as well as SA98 and SL2SJ021932-053135 which in our opinion are not lensing features but structures physically associated to the galaxy believed to be the lens in the first case, and a spiral arm of a nearby galaxy in the latter.
The final catalog listing all arcs with rank r ≥ 2 is shown in Tables (2) and (3) with their positions, geometrical properties, photometry, redshifts and ranks. We obtained more candidates with respect to these authors not only because of the different arcfinder adopted but also because of the different selection criteria and because they restricted their sample with respect to the arc-lens separation, r > 14 arcsec. We stress the fact that the photometric redshifts of the arc candidates provided with the CARS data are based on an image segmentation which is not tailored for those elongated objects and likely blended with their nearby lens candidate. Therefore, their uncertainty is likely to be larger than that reported in the table. The five candidates satisfying all criteria except for the color selection are labelled with 'a'. Three of them (arc34, arc37, arc40) are located in the vicinity of very bright stars which halos might have spoiled their photometry, and one (arc57) belongs to a complex object with 'multiple arcs' and unclear nature. The objects detected with the arcfinder but rejected by our tight geometrical constraints are labelled with 'b'. Finally, we also visually inspected the whole survey to verify the sample completeness, identifying other candidates labelled with 'c'. The complete sample consists of 90 objects, 73 of which are newly proposed arc candidates. Poststamps cut-outs of their images are available online 2 .
Conclusions
The present and upcoming wide field surveys, such as for example the KiDS survey with 1 500 square degrees or the ESA . Flux related "color-color" space for all arcfinder detections (background intensity), the previously known arcs present in the field for which we derived their photometry (red points), and the region, within the red lines, used to select the final arcs sample. The white squares are the candidates missed by the arcfinder segmentation and found purely by visual inspection. Most of the latter objects satisfy our color requirements even if they were selected independently of our method.
Euclid mission with 15 000 square degrees of sky coverage, are posing a pressing need for a method to automatically detect strong lensing features in a reliable way. The minimization of human intervention in the detection process is fundamental to avoid a massive use of eye-ball checking, which is subjective and extremely time consuming. We proposed a detection method and tested it against the CARS data employing, on one hand, a tailored image segmentation based on coherent patterns in local second brightness moments, which is capable of isolating elongated objects and of retrieving their length and width, fundamental quantities to characterize and select the gravitational arc candidates (Seidel & Bartelmann, 2007) . On the other hand, a color-color based selection, in our case g − r against r − i . The color selection is motivated by the fact that most of the lensed sources have similar emission properties. In fact, by studying the lensing optical depth and SEDs of far galaxies, we have shown that background sources with the highest probability to experience strong gravitational lensing lie at redshift z ≈ 1 where the source population is dominated by galaxies with prominent star forming regions and well defined colors. The specific color properties of lensed sources are also compatible with the fact that the visually selected arcs identified in the field (which are selected in a way completely independent of our method) populate the same colorcolor region we defined for our selection. The color selection of arcs is not a limitation, because the population of the lensed sources selected in this way is the most numerous, ensuring that only a small fraction of arcs is lost. It does not bias measures derived from gravitational lensing, because it is a completely achromatic phenomenon and the sources are not correlated with the lenses given their large separation.
We applied our procedure to the CARS data consisting of 37 deg 2 derived from the W1, W3 and W4 fields of CFHTLS. With this procedure, we isolated 5 597 candidates out of 7 10 6 sources present in the field. The arcfinder was optimized globally rather than separatelly for each image, so in consequence some regions suffer from a larger contamination with respect to others, leaving room for improvements. The color selection allows to focus the attention to a sixth of the initial sample retrieved by the arcfinder alone. To validate the candidates we visually inspected their color composite images (based on the g , r and i bands) removing clear spiral galaxies and image "artifacts" caused mainly by bright stars and blended sources. We selected only the arcs whose curvature bends around a possible lens such as a large elliptical or an evident over-density of galaxies. This led to a final sample of 49 arc candidates, 20 of which were discovered by the arcfinder, but did not satisfy the tight geometrical constraints we imposed in the first selection. Only 5 out of the remaining ones did not meet the color selection, however only Table 2 . Final gravitational arc candidates. Detections with RANK ≤ 1, i.e. clear artifacts or features possibly related to spiral galaxies or tidal streams, are not listed. The detections labelled with 'a' satisfy all criteria except for the color selection. Those labelled with 'b' were detected by the arcfinder but rejected by our tight geometrical constraints. Those labelled with 'c' were detected only via eye-ball checking. The table lists: the arc identification number 'ID', the CARS field 'FIELD', the Right Ascension and Declination, 'RA' and 'DEC', the arc length 'LEN' in arcsec, the length-to-width ratio 'L/W', the curvature 'CUR' in arcsec −1 , the area 'A' in arcsec 2 , the u ,g ,r ,i magnitudes, the lens redshift 'z lens ', the arc candidate redshift 'z arc ', the detection ranking 'RANK', and the identification number in More et al. (2012) or Cabanac et al. (2007) if present. The arc redshift is enclosed within brackets to stress its little reliability. The results we obtained, in addition to 73 newly proposed arc candidates, demonstrate how the color selection helps to clean, by a factor of 6, the detections by isolating the most promising arc candidates. This is of crucial importance for the existing and upcoming surveys, which will cover thousands of square degrees and can only be handled in an automatic or semi-automatic way.
Introduction
To measure the orientation of a local source pattern, e.g. an area of higher flux inside an ellipse, a simple formalism can be used: the second moments
in an area A surrounding the pattern at (x 1 ,x 2 ) and -usually reweighed -pixel values I combine into an ellipticity vector (Q 11 − Q 22 , 2Q 12 ) T that encloses twice the angle to the x 1 axis as the pattern itself. For an ellipse, we recover its orientation as long as the area center is on the major axis. On a constant slope the orientation is parallel to the gradient vector. For an extended source, like a gravitational lensing arc, we can derive its local orientation as long as the area is (1) large enough to compensate for noise and (2) small enough to avoid blending with other sources and effects from any arc curvature. Also, to recover the orientation directly, the center pixels must be selected, such that they are close to the top of the feature and the integration area is not measuring the slope on both sides.
Arc detection
The arcfinder method tests for coherent orientations in areas preferentially centered on features of locally higher intensity. To achieve this, a regular grid of overlapping, disk shaped areas of equal radii is first placed on the complete image. In three iterations, each area is then displaced to its previous center of brightness, using a reweighed pixel flux. Areas originally close to a feature move up the slope on both sides, increasing their number density on any significant features' ridge-lines. On a flat or constantly sloped background, areas only move relative to each other due to pixel noise. At their final positions, each area's orientation is measured using second moments as described above. To determine coherence, the relative orientations together with the relative placement of areas initially placed close to each other are taken into account. Finally, the center coordinates of coherent areas are grouped together using a friend-of-friend type al- gorithm. These groups of coordinates correspond to the initial arcfinder detections.
Filters and post processing
To reduce the number of spurious detections and to expand on the spatial information provided by the area positions and orientations in each detection, filters are applied to the original detections and the shape and flux of each detection are determined. Each of the small detection areas is subjected to a simple fitting procedure that preferentially removes areas centered on point sources and on a background of constant noise without significant structure in the flux distribution. Then, detections with less than a minimal amount of valid areas left or shorter than a threshold are removed. Using a fully automatic active contour evolution method (Kass et al., 1988) , isophote contours around each detection are determined, which in turn allows for the determination of the flux. Using the flux and a measurement of the background noise in the larger area surrounding each detection, the signal to noise ratio is set. A more precise length and a length-to-width ratio is computed from the contour, and minimal thresholds are applied to both photometric and morphological data.
Appendix B: Arcfinder parameters
List of the main arcfinder parameters used in this work. 
